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In a warehouse...
A bicycle starts its journey.

Thrrrr Thrrrr!
A cycle starts its journey.

Thrrrr Thrrrr!
A motorbike starts its journey.

Ghadarrr Ghadarrr!
A tuk tuk starts its journey.

Ghadarrr Ghadarrr!
A car starts its journey.

“I am in a hurry. Get out of the way! Get out of the way!”

Bugudam Bugudam!
A bus starts its journey.

“I am in a hurry. Get out of the way! Get out of the way!”

Bugudam Bugudam!
A train is also in a hurry.

Pappak Pappak!
Get out of the way!
Get out of the way!
Pappak Pappak!
Watch out! Watch out!
The drivers start to cry. They realize that they had forgotten something important.
We need to install traffic lights. Let’s do it together.
Our traffic lights are ready!

When we see the red light, we must stop.

When we see the yellow light, we must slow down.

When we see the green light, then we can go on.
We must obey the traffic laws.
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Drivers in a Hurry

(English)

Four young boys and girls use bottles, old newspapers, and used books to create vehicles for their game. The game begins. They are driving carelessly. Suddenly, a CRASH!
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